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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

For over two decades, proxy advisory firms have operated in a loosely-defined and evolving regulatory landscape.
Discerning audiences have increasingly begun to question the role of proxy advisory firms. In many cases,
institutional investors rely on proxy advisory firms to inform and to lighten the burden of voting on an array of issues
across corporations. However, a distinct set of challenges accompanies this practice.
At the center of the issue with proxy advisory firms are their clear desire to support environment, social, and
government (ESG) investing. Both Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS) and Glass Lewis list their priority for
ESG in their analysis and recommendations. Further proof exists in ISS’ list of specialty reports they can provide,
including socially responsible, faith-based, and sustainability guidelines.
In order to address the murkiness and potential vulnerabilities in the proxy advisory process, the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) held a much-anticipated roundtable discussion on the subject in November 2018.
While the event propelled the notion of reform forward, much debate remains on the scope and practicality of
the various points raised. Following up to the roundtable discussion, the SEC released much anticipated official
guidance in August 2019 that will begin to reduce the influence of proxy advisory firms.
Those challenges will be summarized throughout this issue brief, which also takes a reflective approach by
assessing SEC letters, rulings, and guidance that contributed to the current state of affairs. The Institute for Pension
Fund Integrity found:
• Prior SEC guidance has produced a complex set of unintended consequences. Oftentimes, guidance that
sought to clarify the responsibilities of investment managers and proxy advisory firms inadvertently led to the
consolidated power of proxy advisory firms we see today.
• Lack of transparency and conflict of interest remain of paramount importance when it comes to reform. The
fact that only two major players, Glass Lewis Co. and Institutional Shareholder Services Inc. (ISS), dominate the
proxy advisory market does little to assuage either of the aforementioned misgivings. Insufficient oversight and
ambiguity surrounding recommendations provided by proxy advisory firms raise the question of how susceptible
these firms are to outside influence.
• Institutional investors who manage public pension funds face unique challenges. Particularly, activists attempt
to exploit the proxy advisory system and impose Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) rules when they
are unsuccessful in advancing their causes through the legislative process. But these investment strategies do
not always produce profitable return margins as would other traditional investment strategies.
• The SEC issued two interpretive releases in August 2019 that set a clear agenda for future reforms. One of
these releases focuses on defining proxy advisory services as “solicitations” which affects the extent to which
proxy voting recommendations are subject to anti-fraud rules. The second release pertains to an investment
adviser’s fiduciary responsibility as he or she employs proxy voting on a client’s behalf. This Commission-level
guidance sets a clear tone on the SEC’s position that proxy advisory reform demands immediate attention and
substantial re-evaluation.
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• Robo-voting disenfranchises public pension retirees and retail investors and goes against their
financial interests. “Robo voting” is a system that many public pension funds and institutional investors use
to automatically dispense their responsibility to execute proxy votes to proxy advisory firms. Robo-voting
essentially outsources shareholder voting policies to a proxy advisor. If ISS or Glass Lewis were to advance an
ESG-related shareholder resolution that prioritizes a political, social or environmental agenda over financial
returns, the public retiree’s interests will have been disenfranchised due to robo-voting.
Hardworking pension plan members are the ones with the most to lose. Fiduciaries of public pension funds
are legally obligated to make decisions with the sole objective of increasing returns for plan members.
ESG investments do not produce the same proven returns as traditional 60/40-stock/bond index funds, and
fiduciaries now face the added burden of justifying their decision-making to a vocal minority.
In this report, we will assess notable SEC letters and filings to date and demonstrate what measures the SEC
has taken thus far to scale back the power of proxy advisory firms. This analysis will show how these decisions
facilitated the current conundrum and offer solutions that should be explored in order to ensure that state and
municipal employees and other public pension retirees can enjoy the promised retirement following their lifetime
of work.
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HISTORY

In 1988, the Department of Labor (DOL) brought federal attention to proxy advisory firms with the Avon Letter to the
SEC. The letter drew its basis from the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA).1 Broadly, ERISA
outlines a set of minimum standards for most of the private industry’s voluntary health and retirement plans and
ensures that participants can make informed decisions about their coverage. Among these guidelines, Sections
402-405 lay the groundwork for establishing fiduciary responsibility for those who manage plan assets on behalf
of members.
The Avon Letter sought to clarify what may be considered an asset. It asserted that because shareholder votes on
corporate decisions can affect a company’s performance and returns, then the votes may be considered assets
themselves.2 Because votes are assets, those who decide how those votes are cast should be subject to fiduciary
responsibility. In other words, votes should always be decided with the intention of increasing profitability for the
company and its shareholders, and proxy advisory firms are required to adhere to this standard when making
their recommendations.
Two years later, Robert Monks, then head of ISS, raised opposition to this assertion in the Monks Advisory Letter.
Monks framed the passing on of fiduciary responsibility to proxy advisory firms as a form of opting out by the plan’s
appointed fiduciary. This marks an early attempt by the proxy advisory firm industry to refuse or diminish the weight
that their colleagues must give to financial returns when making recommendations.
The DOL responded to the Monks Advisory Letter stating,
If either the plan or the investment management contract (in the absence of a specific plan provision)
expressly precludes the investment manager from voting proxies, the responsibility for such proxy voting
would be part of the trustees’ exclusive responsibility to manage and control the assets of the plan.3
This response helped balance fiduciary duties between plan fiduciaries and proxy advisory firms by reminding
fiduciaries that they are required to monitor and document proxy voting. While doing so, plan fiduciaries must
review decisions for compliance with their own mandate to increase value for shareholders. These early letters
initiated the process of delineating the relationship between shareholders, fiduciaries, and proxy advisory firms
in more concrete terms. But following a cross-industry analysis of the implications of these letters, other systemic
issues surfaced.
By 2003, the SEC imposed the Proxy Voting by Investment Advisers rule, which sought to address possible
conflicts of interest by requiring investment funds to disclose the measures by which they base their voting on
behalf of their shareholders. In order to comply with these new guidelines, investment advisors increasingly relied
on proxy advisory firms as a neutral source of recommendations.
An SEC no-action letter issued in 20044 reinforced this practice by characterizing proxy advisory firms as a
legitimate buffer between investment advisors and potential conflicts of interest. Time has shown that these
measures have failed to institute true independence on the part of proxy advisory firms. Under these guidelines,
1
2
3
4

https://www.corpgov.net/2014/05/fiduciary-duty-announce-votes-part-2-historical-background/#more-19148
Ibid.
Ibid.
https://www.sidley.com/~/media/files/news/2014/07/sec-staff-guidance-may-lessen-investment-advise2__/files/view-update-in-pdf-format/
fileattachment/71014-update.pdf
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a number of dubious practices have taken form, including the use of “specialty reports.”5 Unlike benchmark reports,
which offer a comparison to a company’s industry peers, specialty reports respond to the preferences and agenda
of specific investors. This amounts to a “recommendations for hire” arrangement, in which companies can pay
a firm to validate certain voting patterns while maintaining the credibility of having sought an independent opinion.

“

Those firms, Glass Lewis and ISS, remain in control of
roughly 97% of the proxy advisory market today and
influence the voting process of over 5,000 U.S. public
companies. This duopoly’s dominance in the market
bars entrance to new competitor firms that could offer
investors more diversity in their options.

”

Shortly after, yet another no-action letter further elevated the scope of proxy advisory firms’ influence by allowing
these firms to expand their services from the private industry to the public as well. The expansion into the
public sector, in conjunction with the additional liberties provided by those no-action letters, sparked a series of
unintended consequences. A report from the Mercatus Center concluded:
Instead of eliminating conflicts of interest, the rule simply shifted their source. Instead of encouraging
funds to assume more responsibility for their proxy votes, the rule pushes them to assume less. Instead of
providing informed, sensitive voting on proxies, the incentive has been to outsource decision making to two
small organizations that most investors have never heard of.6
Those firms, Glass Lewis and ISS, remain in control of roughly 97% of the proxy advisory market today and
influence the voting process of over 5,000 U.S. public companies.7 This duopoly’s dominance in the market bars
entrance to new competitor firms that could offer investors more diversity in their options. In 2018, investors poured
over $90 billion into exchange-traded funds, propelling the industry’s managed assets past the $5 trillion mark.8
Glass Lewis and ISS played a role in how nearly all of that capital was allocated.

5
6
7
8

https://morningconsult.com/opinions/proxy-firms-independence-is-undermined-by-their-own-shadow-reports/
https://www.mercatus.org/system/files/Glassman_ProxyAdvisorySystem_04152013.pdf
Ibid.
https://www.ft.com/content/31a44e46-216c-11e8-a895-1ba1f72c2c11
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DIRECT THREAT POSED BY PROXY ADVISORY FIRMS
Specialty Reports

At the center of the debate around proxy advisory firms are issues with investment strategies that focus on
environmental, social, or government (ESG) priorities. Such investment strategy considerations can run counter
to an investment advisor’s fiduciary responsibility to prioritize maximized returns. ESG investment funds have
traditionally underperformed standard index funds, which proves that their promotion fails to meet advisor’s
responsibility as a fiduciary for their client and more to serve a political or social cause.9
Look no further than ISS for proof that they prioritize ESG factors or impact investing over recommendations that
uphold their fiduciary responsibility. ISS produces no less than three of a possible five specialty reports in addition
to their benchmark report.10 These reports could include:
• Taft-Hartley Proxy Voting Guidelines,
• Public Fund Proxy Voting Guidelines,
• Socially Responsible Investment (SRI) Proxy Voting Guidelines,
• Faith-Based Proxy Voting Guidelines, and
• Sustainability Proxy Voting Guidelines.
The fact that one of these specialty reports provides Taft-Hartley guidelines, which are required for union pension
funds governed by the Department of Labor’s Employee Retirement Security Act of 1974 (ERISA,) is proof that
their other reports are intended to meet objectives other than perceived maximum performance. Taft Hartley
pension funds, by law, must meet this objective. The mere existence of guidelines that are not intended to meet
this objective is clear proof that ISS’ priority with their proxy advice is not based on maximizing returns, but to meet
alternative objectives like being socially responsible.11

Robo-Voting

An additional problem raised by critics of the proxy advisory firm duopoly involves “robo-voting.”
“Robo-voting” is a system that many public pension funds and institutional investors use to automatically
discharge their responsibility to execute proxy votes to proxy advisory firms. In this system, financial investors
automatically rely on proxy advisors’ voting recommendations while not doing any due diligence or evaluating the
recommendations. Robo-voting essentially outsources shareholder voting policies to a proxy advisor.
This process is particularly problematic when pension fund managers and other fund managers automatically vote
in alignment with proxy advisory firm recommendations. This practice disregards the First Amendment rights of
public retirees and retail investors since they don’t get a say in the shareholder resolutions that the fund managers
would vote on, particularly if the resolutions advance a political agenda that undermines financial returns.

9 https://www.pacificresearch.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/ESG_Funds_F_web.pdf
10 The company has suggested that it is in the process of developing a sixth report focusing explicitly on climate issues, aimed at launching for
the 2020 proxy season.
11 https://morningconsult.com/opinions/proxy-firms-independence-is-undermined-by-their-own-shadow-reports/
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“

In this system, financial investors automatically
rely on proxy advisors’ voting recommendations
while not doing any due diligence or evaluating the
recommendations. Robo-voting essentially outsources
shareholder voting policies to a proxy advisor.

”

In a paper released by the American Council for Capital Formation in November 2018, they reviewed “asset
managers that historically vote in line with the largest proxy firm, Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS), finding
175 entities, representing more than $5 trillion in assets under management, that follow the advisory firm over
95% of the time.”12
This lockstep alignment has costly ramifications for America’s public pensioners who do not have any say in the
shareholder resolutions their fund managers endorse in partnership with proxy advisory firms. For example, if
ISS or Glass Lewis were to advance an ESG-related shareholder resolution that prioritizes a political, social or
environmental agenda over financial returns, the public retiree’s interests will have been disenfranchised and fall
victim to the practice of robo-voting.

12 http://accfcorpgov.org/wp-content/uploads/ACCF-RoboVoting-Report_11_8_FINAL.pdf
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CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS

By 2017 proxy advisory firms’ ever-growing power could not be denied. In an effort to scale back over-reliance on
these firms, the SEC withdrew two long-standing no-action letters that offered tacit approval of investors relying on
proxy advisory firms.
The first revoked letter, Egan-Jones Proxy Services (May 27, 2004), stipulated that an investment adviser can
demonstrate the absence of a conflict of interest and fulfillment of fiduciary duties if he or she can first determine
whether the proxy advisory firm “(a) has the capacity and competency to adequately analyze proxy issues and
(b) can make such recommendations in an impartial manner and in the best interests of the adviser’s clients.13
The second withdrawn letter, Institutional Shareholder Services, Inc. (September 15, 2004), outlined various
avenues through which investment advisors can evaluate the impartiality of proxy advisory firms through a series
of subjective approaches.
While the SEC intended to remove some of the slipperiness of the abundant reliance on proxy advisory firms
by withdrawing the two aforementioned no-action letters, the move reintroduced uncertainty surrounding the
practice in general. The timing also rattled institutional investors and proxy advisory firms, considering an upcoming
roundtable discussion that many expected to result in significant systematic changes.
The November 2018 roundtable largely succeeded in articulating the key elements of the proxy advisory system
that needed attention. Importantly, the discussion documented consensus that greater transparency and oversight
is needed. Just a few months later the SEC added the matter to its official regulatory agenda.14

“

While the SEC intended to remove some of the
slipperiness of the abundant reliance on proxy
advisory firms by withdrawing the two aforementioned
no-action letters, the move reintroduced uncertainty
surrounding the practice in general. The timing
also rattled institutional investors and proxy
advisory firms, considering an upcoming roundtable
discussion that many expected to result in significant
systematic changes.

”

13 https://governancecomplianceinsider.com/sec-withdraws-no-action-letters-on-proxy-advisory-firms/
14 https://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaMain?operation=OPERATION_GET_AGENCY_RULE_LIS
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In August 2019, the SEC issued two interpretive releases: one of them pertaining to corporate-related data
accuracy and the other to the fiduciary obligations of investment advisors who rely on proxy voting. Interpretive
releases differ from Staff Bulletins in that they carry the weight of the SEC Commission. This is Commission-level
guidance commands a heightened sense of attention. However, Michael A. Conley from the Commission’s General
Counsel clarified that these releases were not rulemaking measures, which would have subjected them to more
rigorous economic analysis.
The first of these releases pertains to the categorization of guidance under which proxy advisory firms fall. The SEC
has clarified its position that consulting these firms for voting recommendations qualifies as a “solicitation.”15
As such, these firms are subject to the agency’s antifraud provisions concerning statements which are materially
false or misleading. By these measures, proxy advisory firms are responsible for ensuring accurate data on the
corporations affected by their advisory and must promptly correct existing misinformation.

“

Though the current Commission-level guidance
signals a welcome development, many fundamental
flaws of proxy advisory firms persist. For public
pension plan members, this manifests in the form of
biased recommendations that favor ESG principles
while shirking off dubious projected financial returns.
More action from the SEC is still needed.

”

Addressing fiduciary duty, the second interpretive release provides a number of assessment steps that an
investment adviser can take in order to uphold his or her fiduciary duty. These steps provide the basis for
a more tailored approach that will be specific to each corporation, each proxy season. The matter of how proxy
advisory firms can proactively demonstrate their commitment to each client’s best interest also appeared
in the Commission’s guidance. These points directly tackle the critique that proxy advisory firms often rely on a
“one-size-fits-all” approach to their recommendations.
The interpretive releases express support for more substantial reform measures and respond to the most
prominent criticisms concerning fiduciary responsibility. For instance, they advise on opportunities for the investor
and proxy advisor to tailor their agreements in order to address each party’s authority and responsibility. There is
also mention of new procedures through which investors may determine potential conflicts of interest.
“Updating our guidance and providing additional interpretive clarity to address the realities of today’s
markets is appropriate and many would say overdue,” said Commissioner Elad Roisman.16 Though the current
Commission-level guidance signals a welcome development, many fundamental flaws of proxy advisory firms
persist. For public pension plan members, this manifests in the form of biased recommendations that favor ESG
principles while shirking off dubious projected financial returns. More action from the SEC is still needed.

15 https://www.bloomberglaw.com/public/desktop/document/
SECInterpretiveReleaseReleaseNo3486721CommissionInterpretationAnd?1567623478
16 https://www.sec.gov/news/public-statement/statement-roisman-082119
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Given the trending shift from active to passive management of investment funds and the sheer breadth of assets
influenced by proxy advisory voting, the moment demands strong leadership from the SEC and accountability
on the precise scope of these firms’ influence. SEC Chairman Jay Clayton has publicly endorsed greater “clarity
regarding the analytical and decision-making processes advisers employ…”17
These statements indicate a step in the right direction for the industry at large, but public pension managers
occupy a unique space in proxy advisory territory. They face both enormous external pressure regarding the
industries in which they invest while also navigating internal systemic shortcomings of the proxy advisory voting
process. And as SEC Commissioner Hester Peirce has articulated, public pension plan members face the added
burden of having their assets locked into plans without any option to invest it in funds more focused on returns
than social or political causes. She notes, “...pension beneficiaries often must remain invested with the pension
to receive their benefits. When a pension fund manager is making the decision to pursue her moral goals at the risk
of financial return, the manager is putting other people’s retirements at risk.”18
The following areas are particularly relevant to IPFI’s mission to keep politics out of public pensions and maintain
the integrity of state pension systems across the nation:

Lack of Transparency and a One-Size-Fits-All Approach

One notable step proxy advisory firms can take to address concerns about the opacity of their recommendation
process is to devise a system that demonstrates their recommendations are issuer-specific. Among the services
offered by proxy advisory firms should be the assurance to shareholders and stakeholders alike that their
organization’s needs and objectives were carefully factored into each vote. A public notice-and-comment process
would also foster trust and inform proxy advisory firms on the general consensus of those affected by corporate
decision-making.

Conflicts of Interest

To help reduce the negative financial consequences of potential conflicts of interest, the SEC must clarify the extent
of proxy advisory firms’ fiduciary responsibility. Establishing a coherent regulatory guideline on this contentious
matter will equip all relevant parties with a framework for assessing the utility and benefit of recommendations
made by industry giants like Glass Lewis and ISS.

Unwillingness to Engage with Shareholders

The argument that proxy advisory firms operate in a closed circle without proper shareholder engagement serves
as a common argument in favor of reform. Extended review periods would allow for increased dialogue between
the two parties. This would also serve as an opportunity to document dissenting opinions that shareholders may
raise. In this sense, the voices of those directly tied to major investments will gain prominence over those being
raised from the sidelines. This phenomenon has been observed numerous times across the country, as evidenced
by instances of mass protest in favor of public pension divestments from specific, politically-disfavored industries.

17 https://cooleypubco.com/2018/12/07/2019-regulatory-priorities-and-risks-monitored/
18 https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/speech-peirce-092118
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CONCLUSION

In the midst of this intricate web of decisions and relationships, public pensions face salient risks. Unlike those with
holdings in private investments, individuals who have invested into public pensions did not do so in an attempt
to take a chance on growing their disposable income. Pension plan members sacrificed a part of every paycheck
based on the assurance that their dollars would be invested to produce a secure retirement. These investments
reflect a modest attempt to secure a decent standard of living after a lifetime of public service. Instead, some see
these funds as tools for political and/or social activism.
The loose and fluctuating guidelines around proxy advisory firms compromise that outcome for approximately
14.8 million workers nationwide.19 These workers deserve stable, strong returns on their investments. Reform of
the proxy advisor system is necessary to ensure this stability.

19 http://www.pensionrights.org/publications/statistic/how-many-american-workers-participate-workplace-retirement-plans
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